WIFI Wireless Conference System

- Conference system includes functions of discussion, voting, user-defined voting, signing in. Chairman unit is with the highest speech priority.
- Support four meeting modes: FIFO, NORMAL, VOICE CONTROL, APPLY.
- One controller supports 300 delegate units, can expand capacity by adding AP wireless transmitter.
- Speech microphone quantities can be optional: 1, 2, 4 & 6.
- Support fire alarm linkage, and tea service notice function.
- Support online transmission for single or multi messages.
- Work with camera to fulfill auto-video tracking for discussion conference.
- Match with professional sound system, to reach a hi-fi and high sensitive sound effect.

Features

Discussion + Wired Discussion + Multi-function Voting + Signing in + Camera Tracking + Professional Sound System Solution Diagram

- Wi-Fi Wireless Conference System Controller TS-W100
- TS-234
- TS-500PI
- Speaker
- Switch
- TS-0205
- TS-0203
- TS-0670HY
- TS-0670HD
- TS-0670HS
- TS-0670H

Wifi Discussion + Wired Discussion + Multi-function Voting + Signing in + Wired 64 channel Simultaneous Interpretation + Professional Sound System Solution Diagram

- Full Digital Wi-Fi Conference System Controller TS-W100
- TS-234
- TS-500PI
- Speaker
- Switch
- TS-0205
- TS-0203